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The

Metro

in Arcata closes its doors after

almost 20 years of business
Matt Drange
Staff Writer

The white flag was up. With “Last
Chance to Score” scrawled across the
front windows facing the Arcata Plaza,

The Metro closed its doors for good on
Saturday, Sept. 27.
Gini Noggle, who bought the record
store in 2004, decided to call it quits

early last month. “I no longer believed
it was an economically viable sales
operation, and my financial advisers
warned me to get out,” she said.
“I have no idea what I am going to
do now. This is what I wanted to do with
my life.”
Noggle graduated from HSU with
a Journalism degree in 1995, and
started working for The Metro in 1996.

She thought she could save the fate of
the store by diversifying the product
line. Once business partner Levi Land
stepped aside last year, leaving Noggle

as the sole proprietor, she began to
incorporate more clothing merchandise
along with a body piercing and jewelry
parlor.
Following body piercing training in
June 2007, she hired old friend Rhonda
Hullock, a body piercer searching for
work.

But when Noggle’s insurance would
no longer cover in-store shows, an
essential part of cultivating interest
in the community, everything took a
nose-dive. “Our theft problem began to
get out of control, and I was forced to
purchase a security system to combat
it,” Noggle said.
“All of the changes we wanted to
make took a while to start kicking in.
Piercing was helping our bottom line,
but it still wasn’t enough.”
As sales began to stabilize over

hand for the “Last Day Saturday Blowout
Fixture Sale”. “You really develop a
relationship with people when you’ve
been here as long as I have,” Noggle

summer, Noggle realized they were not

at the level needed to continue. The last
straw came when Hullock left at the
end of summer. “I needed to remodel

said.

the store to better accommodate body
piercing, but had nothing left to invest,

Gelder is a fan of the communitybased approach to business that values
customer service. “I would never buy

no more capital to spend, and when it
got down to it, no more energy left to
give,” Noggle said.
“I knew in my heart I was done.”
Bob Gelder has been a loyal customer
of The Metro since it first opened in

shit online when I could come in here

and get it,” he said.
The void will be felt among local
musicians as well. Wildwood Music
is one the few local carriers of sheet

1990. “When I heard the news, I was
stunned,” he said. “You could come in

music as well as both
instruments.

here and find anything you were looking
for. This place is an icon.”
“I don’t how much of this is a sign of
the economy, but this kind of operation
is a thing of the past,” Gelder said.
Numerous’
longtime
customers
approached Noggle about lending a

new

and used

James Westfall works at Wildwood
Music, and is sad to see The Metro
go. “It’s been an outlet for musicians
around here, and it’s a bummer to see

Metro was up for sale, including this disp! ay case
From Left: 1: Long time customers, like Bob Gelder, came out to help Gini No ggle close up shop | Stephanie Haller. 2 : Literally everything at the
Clymer-Fugate,
|
|,
eventually
bought “NOW! 26.” | Stephanie Haller —
Stephanie
girl,
young
n.
This
selectio
the
contents | Torrey Hartman 3:Younger customers enjoyed rifling through
and it’s
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HSU bought the Industrial Electric building on 1601 Samoa Blvd. which will be the
new location for Plant Operations and other university functions. | Torrey Hartman

HSU expands borders
into the community

1908 Myrtle Ave Eureka
Matt Hawk

Open Tuesday - Saturday 12pm - 6pm

Copy Editor
‘Born out of a residential
neighborhood, the expansion
of the Humboldt State campus
is inevitable. Continuing its
current

growth,

made
a
Industrial

HSU

recently

purchase
Electric

on the
building

with the help of a $2.5 million

taking years, said Gunsalus.
The Annex and Industrial
Electric deals did not have
years, so what happens is the
Advancement
Foundation
acquires a loan, usually from
the Chancellor’s office, and then
leases the building to the state

community saw a proliferation
of buildings constructed. Now
the campus acquired two more;
the 51,500 sq. ft. Industrial

are acquired through the state
by passing a bond measure.

university, and its surrounding

a 7.3 acre lot off 1601 Samoa

This means the appropriated
money must be spent on its

directly

intended purpose i.e. buildings,

the

foundation bought the building

construction, or repairs.
After learning of the of the
Industrial Electric purchase,
Plant
of
Director
Senior
Operations Tim Moxon said the
deal was a surprise. “Normally
we plan and plan, but it just fell
into our laps,” said Moxon.
Around the Pacific Northwest

for nearly $1.7 million.

since

Electric building, which sits on
Blvd, and the Annex
‘across

14th

Street

from

south side of campus.
After renting the Annex
for nearly 30 years for the
behavioral and social sciences

HSU _ began
departments,
leasing the building through the
Advancement Foundation. The

When HSU has a timeline to
buy a building, it turns to the
Advancement Foundation. Rob
Gunsalus, executive director of
the foundation, said it oversees

the campus endowment and
other funds “in service to the
university, and sometimes that

entails acquiring property.”
Normally, when the campus
wants to make a purchase it
must go through a long process

ofrequiringstate funds, possibly

1951

in

Crescent

City,

The Industrial Electric Service
relocated to Arcata on J
Street. In efforts to expand the
company, who pretty much
does anything and everything
having to do with the electrical
systems of motors, Industrial
Electric built the building off of
Somoa in the early ‘7os. Branch
Manager Dean Davenport says

even during its peak years in,
between

‘85 to ‘95, the space

never got fully used.

(APP)

www.primaldecor.com

(HSU) until the state can pay it
back. According
toan HSU press
release, the university plans
on repaying the loan through
Capital Improvement funds.
Gunsalus explains these funds

loan from the CSU Chancellor's
office.
In the past few years the

445-2609

“They built it extra big so we
could have room to expand,”
says Davenport. “As business
came
down
the
building
became a storage space.” Now
the company is consolidating

back to its original building on J
Street, and Davenport believes

that no jobs will be lost
While Industrial Electric sold
the building for storage, that is
exactly why it is good for HSU.

Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
Arcata Dental Office
Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound

“The acquisition is an important

addition to the university, and
it will serve the campus well
over a long period of time,”
Gunsalus said. The building
will also be used for shipping
and receiving, and house most
Plant Operations functions.
On its Web site Plant Ops
describes its role as being “the
invisible campus community
responsible -for meeting the
daily operational needs of the

Emergency Care

We Cater to
Cowards

New Patients
Welcome
:

B St. (2 blocks

1225

from HSU)

822.5105

university’s buildings, grounds

and utilities.” Although most
of the departments operations
will be located six minutes off
campus, Moxon speculates this
will not affect his department’s
response time, because his crew

is usually on campus.
Before Plant Ops relocates
from its spot on the corner
of 14th Street and B, the new

location will undergo minor
structural repairs and seismic
retrofitting in accordance with
state laws. The press release
states that there are currently

rc.
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*some restrictions apply. Not available in
all areas on campus
Dina Soltow
Staff Writer
HAPPY HOUR
5pm-7pm
Free appetizers with drink
purchase! Domestic pints
51.50, Microbrews 52.50

Every Tuesday

FREE! Friday, Oct. 3 © 9pm - lam

Fr) a La

TEL

PV

yale

Blues/Rock/From McKinleyville
www.myspace.com/bluesstreet

to exercise your

Perhaps

FREE! Saturday, Oct. 4 ¢ 9pm-lam

Karaoke

on campus for the candidate
of choice by exercising your
freedom of speech and rallying
support. However, before you

right

to free speech on campus, you
might want to double check
with the university, as freedom
of speech might not reign quite
as free as you might think.

Purchase a Fat Tire
Vie
Le

Every Sunday & Thursday

one month away, you may be
tempted to show your support

decide

nyate)
Glass & Pint for only ‘10

With the elections a little over

idm Mm ecole

310)1 ean Pc]

you

have _ noticed

that events on the university
campus quad are held during
specific times. This is because
amplified
free
speech
is

permitted on the quad Mondays
thru Friday, between the hours

D>.
DIRECTV.

&®
Catch every NFL game on
25 flat panel TVs or watch

Tem

comes

to

events,

it

Coordinator

of Clubs

main thing is we don’t want
to interrupt
any university

BLACK CAT BONE OPENS ¢ www.myspace.com/backyardbluz

Tickets: $15 advance/‘18 door © Call (707) 668-9770 ext. 1149

PLUE LAKE
CAZ\NO
Management

www.bluelakecasino.com

reserves the right to cancel or modify these or any promotions with

or without notice at any time. Blue Lake Casino supports responsible gambling.
Call 1.800.GAMBLER !f you need help. An enterprise of the Blue Lake Rancheria Tribe.

WENNERHOLM

CHIROPRACTIC of

MCKINLEY

Dr. Bill Wennerholm,
Vy,

VILLE

D.C.

Work Injuries « Auto Accidents
Low Back Pain ¢ Headaches
Most Insurances Accepted
Now with Saturday hours, 9 a.m. to noon.

/

\

business.”
According to the Office of
Student Affairs, the university
has a general policy towards free
speech. “The university protects
constitutional
free
speech,”
stated
Steven
Butler,
Vice
President of Student Affairs.

Accepting new patients

1660 Central Avenue, Ste. A McKinleyville (707)-839-4344

you'd

have
to
refer
to
the
building’s
coordinator. Interim
Dean and Building
Coordinator of the
University
Library
Ray Wang explained,
“No individual can
make that decision
[of regulating
free
speech],
just
a

The library display case featured the 91! Truth
Clubs exhibit questioning the true meanings
behind the attacks. | Torrey Hartman

to be a legal organization with

thestudentleadershipintheclub
would most likely be contacted

first. Fonseca expressed, “It’s
important to involve student
leadership in each club. Policies
and procedures are part of the

“The university determines by

experience
in _ leadership.”
Butler explained that if an issue

time, place and manner.

So we

were to arise dealing with safety,

judge if it is going to disrupt
classes, not by content. They

such as physical confrontation

can speak on any subject they
wish to speak.” He explained

1-877-BLC-2WIN

buildings,

a faculty advisor.” There is an
application process for clubs to
display signs or exhibits inside
buildings.
Problems that arise are treated
on a case-by-case basis. If it
was a problem that involved a
student club or club members,

it

and Activities, explained, “The

BACKYARD BLUES BAND

passages,

stairs, and walkways.
With
regards’
to

When

www.myspace.com/surfacerising

October 4 * 8pm

not

would have to apply, and it has

big screen projection TV.

Tm

blocking

are

of 12 and 1 in the afternoon.
There are reasons for that.

Fonseca,

IN THE
Aa
ee

follow

debate may happen. Everyone

Metal/Alternative/Rock

ee

to

regulations

has an equal opportunity to
say their opinion. That’s what
a university is about. We don’t
censor.” The library proposed
to accommodate a different

the 49ers/Raiders on the

Prt
alt Ti

the

general policy of. They

depends on whether it is going
to disrupt classes. Alexander

CLL

to follow the basic
regulations. Among

that this was determined in the
1969 Supreme Court decision
of Tinker v. Des Moines.
The requirements to practice
free speech at the HSU campus

depend

upon

who you are in

relation to the university, and

what kind of form of speech
you intend to practice. Some of
the types of speech considered
are

amplified

displays,

and

speech,

signs,

other

forms

such as passive demonstration
rallies. In order to apply, the
person must begin by filling out
an application that promises

or
inciting
physical
harm,
then the university police and

himself would most likely be
the ones to take action.
Earlier this month
a complaint made

object displayed

there was
about an

in the NET:

g-11 Truth club exhibit, which

was located in the library’s large
display case. The complaint was
in regards to a t-shirt, which
read, “Join the Army; Travel
to exotic, distant lands; meet
exciting, unusual people; and

kill them.” The complaint was
brought to the attention of the
Interim Dean of the University
Library, Ray Wang.
“Most
displays are not controversial, a

display in order to present a
counter-view,
that
made
expressed no
When asked
Butler stated,

which the person
the
complaint
interest in.
about the display,
“They’re allowed

[to display] based upon if they
signed up by basic regulations.
We don’t agree or disagree
with the 9-11 truth theory.” In

regards to the complaint Butler
also had this to say, “Sorry for
someone being offended, but
we have to balance with some
level of tolerance.”
These
regulations
are
regarded as a general policy in
order to make the university

a

safe

a

way

of

the

environment,
to

censor

message.

the

not

as

content

“University

environment is a good place for
a debate. It’s not in education’s
mission to narrow that,” Butler

said. Fonseca explained, “We
want this to be a place for
students and student voice,
but we want it to be as safe as

possible. That’s why [there are]
policies and procedures.”

Dina Soltow may be reached at
dsoltow@thejackonline.org
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The North Coast United to Protect Youth group aims to prevent underage military recruiting in Arcata and
Eureka.
The group gathered 2300 signatures in Arcata in support of the measure. | Dorothy Cronin

Arcata’s Youth Protection Act aims
to stop military recruiting of minors

Headed ‘for the beach?
Be sure to stop by

the Windansea and
the Trinidad Ti rading Company

Main St. in Trinidad.
MEASURE

Dorothy Cronin

Recruitment

“The worst cost of the war is
its initial harvesting of our most

war. They simply state it’s
inappropriate to recruit

precious

kids into the military.”

right to protect its youth,” said
David Meserve, former Arcata
City Council
member,
and
drafter of the Youth Protection
Act.
:
‘Arcata and Eureka citizens
will vote in the November 4
election on the Youth Protection

Act, an ordinance put forth
by the North Coast United to
Protect Youth group. It aims to
prevent military recruiters from
initiating contact with minors .
The ordinance is on the ballot

as Measure F in Arcata and
Measure J in Eureka.
Meserve
said the Youth
Protection
Act prohibits military
recruiters
from _ initiating
contact with any person under

the age of ‘18 but it doesn't
keep them out of high schools.
The key word is “initiating” as
the ordinance doesn’t prevent
minors from initiating contact

with military recruiters.
“Arcata
is known
as a
progressive lefty town. We
measures
these
believe
transcend traditional left and
right political divisions,” said
Meserve. He explained what
the measures state, “They are
neither anti-military nor anti-

“When
signatures

To protect youth under the age of
eighteen from military recruiting.

Statement

we __ gathered
for
the

petitions, we had no idea
how many people would
be

enthusiastic

of Law:

No person who ts employed by
or an agent of the United States

government shall, within the City of
Arcata, in the execution of his or her
job duties, recruit, initiate contact

about

getting it on the ballot,”
said Meserve. The group

with for the , urpose of recruiting,
or promote the future enlistment of

any person under the age of eighteen into any branch of the United
States Armed Forces.
Nothing in this Ordinance shall

gathered 2300 signatures
in
Arcata
and
2500
signatures in Eureka, both

well over the 10 percent
of registered voters that

prevent any person from voluntarily

Tey

ae Me

RR

eens

were needed for the act to

or specifically initiating a request to

appear on the ballot.
Arcata
City
Council

meet with a recruiter. Nothing in
this Ordinance shall prevent individuals who are not employed by or
agents of the U.S. government from

Candidate

supports

Susan

the

Ornelas

Youth

encouraging people under the age of

Protection
Act. Shebelieves
that
military
recruiters
should
be
allowed
in

are

not

present

owned-featuring
J ee

a

Windansea
410 Main

Trinidad

St

(707) 677-3223

seashells-souvenirs-

od jowe ry ade gifts

Trinidad Trading
cr

460

ey

Main

Trinida

St

(707) 677-0711

Open Everyday
www.trinidadtrading.com

eighteen to join the
www.myspace.com/theoutdoorstore

aaTeclD a
Full text of the ordinance

schools on career days, but
only when other options
are available. She also is
bothered by the fact that
parents

locally

may

be found

at http://www. cityofarcata.org.

when

the kids are approached
military recruiters.

by

Since 2002, the military has

had trouble meeting quotas
and has become even more
aggressive, explains Meserve.
Ornelas, whose father was in
the military, believes that the

military is too bloated, which
has lead recruiters to try being

more
persuasive.
Although
minors cannot enlist without
parental

consent,

recruiters

urge them to commit for future
enlistment.

Michael Winkler, Arcata City
Council candidate and 11-year
resident of Arcata believes
they have identified a problem,

10 ©
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oe

We believe it is the communities

Specific Purpose:

—_—

our youth.

F:

Initiative to Prohibit Military

Staff Writer
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them go,” he said.
Now people like Gelder will
have to look elsewhere for their

music. People’s records, which
sells

822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome
www.thealibdbi

Trailer Park Mondays

a
Two For Tuesday
8atom2pm
!

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,

;

Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,

Buy | Get +) / zrice

Bud in the Can, Jello Shots

$30 Dinner Special

ight

Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles,

1 Appetizer

:

Irish Pub Wednesdays

-Poaha Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash,
Lamb Chops, Halibut n’ Chips,
Steamer Mussels, Cheese Fries,

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,

Irish Flag Shots, Guiness,
50¢ off Irish Whiskeys

Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut

Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken
Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais

albums,

is

one such place. Employee Matt
Jackson said the store would be

largely unaffected by the loss of
The Metro.
“It’s a shame to see them
go,” he said, “but we’ve been
here since 1981 and we're still
here.” When asked if there was

a fear now among other smallscale

record

Jackson

stores,

said it was a sign that the record
‘industry is in declirie. “There

will be less new records around
here now.”
iTunes and illegal
With
file-sharing programs gaining

popularity, album
taken

a

consistent

sales have
hit

every

year since 2001. “When iPods
got really big, the high-school

{ Upcoming Shows

kids just stopped coming in,”

all shows
OUT
AR
CLAN
COLO ROLES
By meas

STURTCONAN OG) Cem
White Manna (psych rock)

Nine Worlds {metal from Salt Lake)
Machete (power metal)
thirtythreeandathird (local instrumental)
DRAGGEDbyHORSES (heavy rock)
SOMA CITA SCUNLCTMLLS

Ride the am (heavy. blues)
@ 10:30 $5

says Noggle.
“Now we

have

a_

whole

generation of kids who are
completely foreign to the idea
of actually going out and buying

an album,” Noggle said. “For
me, I am one of those people
who need to have something
tangible that I can hold.”

The Works, an independent
music store just off the Plaza,
completes the trio of local
stores that carry CD related
merchandise.

John

Fussell,

who has been an employee
of the Works for three years,
believes the fate of The Metro
is “indicative of record stores
in general.”
“I think it’s sad, they’ve got
stuff that you can’t really get
anywhere else around here,”
Fussell said.

Uy

s
Die
Yn
e
po
$2 well drinks |
$5 pint drinks

she

close

to

decided

up shop.“I’ve been battling a
dying industry coupled with a
nationwide recession that has
hit an economically depressed
Humboldt County pretty hard,”
j
said Noggle.
a
$5
“When gas is pushing
gallon, people stop spending
extra money because frankly,
they don’t have any left,” she
said.
She

has

until

Oct.

to

30

be out of the building, after
which hemp-clothing retailer
Solutions will move into the
prime location.
Noggle held a “Wake” at Six
Rivers Brewery Tuesday night
with an open invitation to all
supporters of The Metro. “I am

very grateful to our many loyal
customers and the community
at large that has stuck with

us through all our changes,” —
Noggle said in a statement for
customers during the final week
of business.
“I would like to say a big
thank

you...without

you,

The

Metro wouldn’t have made it as
long as it did.”
Matt Drange may

be contacted at

mdrange@thejackonline.org

IN THE TANK?
According to an article published
by the “Wall Street Journal” last
year, an estimated 800 music
stores closed their doors in 2006.
Combined with plummeting CD
sales, which make up 85 percent
of total music sales, there is little
hope that the ‘small record store’
will avoid extinction.

ty
$2 Pabst& $3 shots
SATURDAY

;

THURSDAY

when

DJ Blancatron
—

SUNDAY

.

Beer Bust 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.

$1 pint of Pabst & $2 Bud Light
535 5th Street Eureka
(707)-442-0772
Office 442-0771

Hours:
Wed.-Sun.

4 p.m.-2 a.m.

www.auntymoslounge.com

Our new revamped
Where They Stand
will return next
week with Education

ee

Oly Specials

used

=

~

2 Dinner Entrees

mostly

With years of economic
downturn rippling throughout
the country, along with a recent
spike in the price of oil, Noggle
felt like she had’ no choice

IED

Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner
8 AM to Midnight .
On the Plaza 744 9th Street
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Lt. Governor
to meet with
HSU
fud ents
on
riday
Stephanie Haller
Editor-in-Chief

Lt. Governor John Garamendi appeared-at the Sacramento budget cut protest on May 15.The Lt.
Governor is a long time supporter of higher education funding. | Photo courtesy of Lt. Governors Office

Lt. Governor John Garamendi canceled his
visit to HSU last October due to the Southern
California wildfires, but promised to reschedule
the meeting. He will fulfill his vow on Friday by
spending an hour with students talking about
something that directly affects them - higher
education.
‘

anticipated budget shortfall, Garamendi opposed

From 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., in the University

the increase again, instead calling for a cap on

Center South Lounge located beneath the HSU

student fees at the 2007-08 levels and a limit on

Bookstore, Garamendi will meet with students

future fee increases to the inflation rate.
Pereira said she is glad for the support and
advocacy of Garemendi. “It’s reassuring that

and talk about a variety of topics connected to
higher education. He'll address the economy,
sustainable practices and the yearly rise of
student fees in the face of diminished resources

and larger classes.
“I am. here
to
listen, to learn and
to lead. Decreases
in
state
funding

decision handed down by the Board in Sept.
2007. Garamendi opposed raising student fees
while approving raises in excess of 10 percent

for campus presidents. When the CSU Board of
Trustees proposed

in student

fees

another

in May

10 percent increase

2008

to offset

the

we have champions for higher education when
our state’s economy is so fragile,” Pereira said.
“[His support] means that higher education will
always be a top priority

in our state’s budget.”
Pereira

&&

i am

her e to

listen,

to learn and to lead. 54

|

students

hopes

send

in

questions pertaining to

for public higher
sustainability and the
education
and
state’s economy, as both
increases in student
- John Garamendi,
are integral. to HSU’s
California Lt. pene
fees at the CSU
success.. The AS Council
and UC -.campuses
has some questions of
are unacceptable,”
its own. “The largest
Garamendi said in
concern from council has been about CSU fee
an e-mail.
“The only way students can have access to a increases and how students can be insured that
their education will remain affordable,” Pereira
college education is to be able to afford it.”
said.
Associated Students President Sofia Pereira
HSU undeclared freshmen Nathan Payne and
is excited that Garamendi is taking the time
Kyle
Ward are troubled about the economy and
to meet with students to hear their concerns
how it will affect higher education. Both are
about higher education. “The CSU system is the
concerned about “getting California back on
foundation of the California economy and full
track” and want to know what lawmakers plan
funding is essential to prepare the state’s future
workforce,” she said. Pereira said the meeting is for the state.
Ward doesn’t want a quick fix. He recognizes
open to all students and hopes the South Lounge
the state keeps pushing its problems down the
will be filled to its 379-capacity.
road - problems that his generation will be stuck
An outspoken critic of student fee increases and
with,
excessive executive compensation, Garamendi
Ward asks, “How are we going to change the
is a long-time supporter of higher education
system?”
Payne wants to know the answer to
funding. Garamendi’s visit comes two weeks after
that question, but also has one of his own for
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger and the California
Garamendi. “Why are administrators’ salaries
Legislature reached a state budget compromise,
increasing if our tuition is going up?”
leaving a gaping hole in higher education finance.
If you have questions of your own and are
The compromise leaves the CSU system with a
unable
to attend Friday’s meeting, AS is taking
$215 million budget shortfall for the 2008-09
questions in advance via their Web site at http://
academic year, according to the inflation and
www.humboldt.edu/~hsuas.
enrollment growth calculation provided by the
Governor’s Department of Finance.
Garamendi, who is a non-voting member of
Stephanie Haller may be contacted at
editor@thejackonline.org.
the CSU Board of Trustees, spoke out during
the

controversial

executive

compensation
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but the solution won't work. “Ultimately this
is a decision between young people and their
parents,” said Winkler.

organizations
thinks
Omelas_
and
Americorps

such

as

to schools.

School boards have previously tried to prevent
recruiters
military
their

from

because

campus,

of the

to the
alternatives
Meserve
ilitary.
selaine even if ah
give counter recruiters

Sl

ny
natures for the
'
+.
Fe tions, we had no idea
Ow many people would

Act, they have been
threatened with lo
nadine.
of school
“We specifically wrote

and

don’t

be enthusiastic
getting

it on

the measure to avoid
violating provisions,”

ballot.

said Meserve.

995

Itis possible thatthe
government
federal
challenge
would
In
ordinance.
the

- David Meserve, former Arcata
City Council Member

the Lumberjack, local

millitary recruitment offices could not make
comments about the measure and directed the
Lumberjack to regional recruitment offices.
Regional recruiters refused to comment as well.
If passed, military recruiters and their
commanding officers wouldbe held responsible
for their violations. Infractions would be issued
and after five infractions, recruiters would be
a “public

the

-

about

hee

—

have as much time or
energy.
When contacted by

deemed

No Child Left Behind

— When we gathered

those

access,

volunteers

Tue through Thur 8-12, Fri. and Sat. 8-1:30!

restrict access

not

could offer positive

recruiters are usually

Mon.8-11,

does

but

equal

Hours Sun.8-10,

Act

66

Corps

Conservation

9ST ARCATA CA 9882I
708
822.9 O44
ANU OWNED AND OPERA TEDE

The

California

the .

SIBLY
THE ARCATA LIQUOR CREW PROMOTES DRINKING RESPON

recruiters could continue to contact the youth.

nuisance,”

said

that case, Meserve says, a legal counsel would

volunteer their time to defend the ordinance.
If passed by a majority of voters on Nov. 4, the
ordinance would go into effect 30 days after.
“It bothers me that we put so much energy on
upfront recruiters, when we don’t support our
veterans. The military won’t promise that you
won’t end up on the streets,” said Ornelas.

Merserve.

Winkler believes that if the ordinance passes,
it may be unenforceable, and that military

Dorothy Cronin may be contacted at
dcronin@thejackonline.org.
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A Breakdown

of Trust

HSU hires New York consultants to fix communication problems
Sara Wilmot and Matt Drange
News Editor and Staff Writer

Sn ee

HSU spent $65,000 to bring

means the school has met the
minimum standard of quality

in Keeling and Associates, an
educational
consulting firm
from New York to reestablish

in its academic programs.
Snyder said the university

trust and communication.

contacted Keeling and Assoc.

“Everyoneisintheirparticular
camps or departments and no

and asked them, “Can you help
us come together on issues
rather then spending so much
time arguing?”

one

trusts

one

another,”

said

Bob Snyder, provost and vice
president of Student Affairs.
The funds to pay for the
consulting group came from
one-time

money

that had

not

been allocated in HSU’s initial
budget for any specific purpose,
said Snyder.
Over the course of three
days in September, Keeling
and_
Associates
conducted
interviews with a wide range of
staff, faculty and administrators
about the current operational
procedures. An open forum was
held Sept. 8 for individuals of
the university to express their

opinions about the challenges
the
university
is
facing.
The Western Association of
Schools and Colleges (WASC),
recommended hiring outside

one committee to the next,” said

Snyder. “It becomes a waste of
people’s time.”
We haven’t got much time
added Snyder. “What I want
[from Keeling and Associates]
is a recommendation on how to
move forward.”

chair of the Academic Finance
Committee.
He
feels
the

Shames
confirms

university has hit such a road
block that perhaps a_ third
party was necessary. “I hope

when communication (between

that

cuts

the _ university

the

99

sense

of

fear,”

- Gabe Shames, student
sffairs vice president

said

Communications
Lecturer James Floss
at

the

“When

open

one

forum.

department

so closed off.”

Associates]

The university is waiting for

of*

the

(faculty

administration)

share

to

keep

Keeling

goes

mentality.”

Chairman
and
Senior
Consultant Richard Keeling of
Keeling and Associates said that
their group’s main objective for
Humboldt State is to come to

WASC raised concern about
the lack of acommon university
vision
and _ budgeting.
and

a better understanding of the

decision-making

issues. Keeling plans to present

at

the administrative level. WASC

the university with a report of
recommended ways to create

from

few weeks.

and

WASC will be returning to
HSU in spring 2010 to conduct
a
complete
“Educational

all

our

accreditation.”
Once the university
receives
the
recommendations

from

recommendations

Keeling and Associates, which
should arrive within the next

Effectiveness

Review”

of the

university to ensure changes are

taking place. President of the
Senior College Commissions
sector of WASC Ralph Wolff

and

Associates, HSU must

explained

decide

has not reached standards set
by WASC, WASC will make

if

they

will

spend more money to

‘poof,’ it creates a ‘who’s next’

concerns

we

definitely
suspicion

administration and faculty) is

issues,” said Mortazavi.
“Obviously
it
is
a
common _ goal

6 You would hope that |
we would be able to
handle this kind of thing
in-house.

is facing. “There is a

and

will be able to resolve some

At the forum, several

faculty
and _ staff
members
believed
that trust began to
diminish in the face of
the extensive budget

[Keeling

said. “It
student’s

bring the consultants back for
continued assistance or they
will be able to implement the
changes on their own.
Snyder said, “My view is that
[there is] enough distrust on
campus that we probably can’t
do it on our own.”
Gabe Shames, student affairs

that

if

Humboldt

more recommendations
and
set a date to return for another
evaluation.
Wolff says that contributing
factors to a_ school losing
accreditation
include
unwillingness or inability to

address

concerns

raised

by

concluded these processes are
“complicated and favor the

more communication and ways

communication.

current ways of operation over

to create operational efficiency.

WASC
evaluated
the
university
last
year
and
determined
“significant
changes” were needed. WASC
determines the accreditation
of HSU. When a college or

strategic priorities.”
:
Snyder says the university
understands there are too many

“There is a strong optimism
for change
[at
Humboldt]

forum and voiced that it is not

“If [WASC] shows up and we
are still arguing, then we are in

just administrators and faculty

trouble,” said Snyder.

and the university seems very

that feel the lack of trust, but

committees

student

that student government feels

consultants

to

improve

university has accreditation, it

and

organizations

that are ultimately making the
same decisions.
“There is a duplication from

centered,

so I would

say there is still hope,”
Keeling.
Saeed
Mortazavi
is

said
the

BUILDING, Hsu’s NEWEST ADDITION cont. From Pc.5
no details on how much this
will cost, or where that money
will

come

from.

Moxon

said

his departments is in need
of expansion due to space
limitations, but the earliest the

move will be able to happen is
next summer.

Plant Ops also handles much
of the shipping duties, but is
not located in an ideal area to
complete such tasks. “It’s not
the best place for shipping
to come through residential
neighborhoods,” Moxon said.

It is somewhat

difficult to

find Plant Operations coming
streets to vehicular traffic.
off of Highway 101. If a driver
“It was nice when B Street
was closed,” notes Moxon.
misses a turn he could end
“[When it was closed] people
up in a neighborhood or pass
were teaching in the streets,
the school completely. Moxon
and no one had a fear of being
attributes this problem to the
hit.”
fact that HSU has essentially
If this grand design comes
grown out of a_ residential
to fruition, HSU, and the rest
neighborhood.
Excited about the move, . of the surrounding community
are in store for some radical
Moxon said HSU always wanted
changes.
to make B Street a pedestrian
mall. “Buying Industrial Electric
is one step closer,” said Moxon.
In its master plan, the campus
Matt Hawk may be contacted
said it wants to close off all at mlh7O@humboldt.edu.

vice president of Associated
Students, attended the open

it as well. “You would hope
that we would be able to handle
this kind of thing in-house,”

WASC, and an overall breach of
integrity.

Sara Wilmot may be contacted
at swilmot@thejackonline.org
Matt Drange may be contacted

at mdrange@thejackonline.org
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“We specifically wrote

would

the measure to avoid

q

thatthe
Ttispossible
ve, former Arcata __federal
- David Meser
government
City Council Member

F

be enthusiastic about

getting it on the ballot. » es

energy.

the

the Lumberjack, local

millitary recruitment offices could not make
comments about the measure and directed the
Lumberjack to regional recruitment offices.
Regional recruiters refused to comment as well.
If passed, military recruiters and their
commanding officers wouldbe held responsible
for their violations. Infractions would be issued
and after five infractions, recruiters would

be

In

j

that case, Meserve says, a legal counsel would
volunteer their time to defend the ordinance.
If passed by a majority of voters on Nov. 4, the
ordinance would go into effect 30 days after.
“It bothers me that we put so much energy on
upfront recruiters, when we don’t support our
veterans. The military won’t promise that you
won’t end up on the streets,” said Ornelas.

EP

deemed a “public nuisance,” said Merserve.
Winkler believes that if the ordinance passes,
it may be unenforceable, and that military

ordinance.

Dorothy Cronin may be contacted at

dcronin@thejackonline.org.
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HSU hires New York consultants to fix communication problems

ee

Sara Wilmot and Matt Drange
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News Editor and Staff Writer
HSU spent $65,000 to bring
in Keeling and Associates, an
educational
consulting
firm
from New York to reestablish
trust and communication.

“Everyoneisintheirparticular
f
i
Bi

camps

one

or departments

trusts

one

and

another,”

no

said

means the school has met the
minimum standard of quality
in its academic programs.
Snyder said the university
contacted Keeling and Assoc.
and asked them, “Can you help
us come together on issues
rather then spending so much

Bob Snyder, provost and vice
president of Student Affairs.
The funds to pay for the

At the forum, several
faculty
and _ staff

consulting

members

group

came

from

one-time money that had not
been allocated in HSU’s initial
budget for any specific purpose,
said Snyder.
Over the course of three
days in September, Keeling
and_
Associates
conducted
interviews with a wide range of

staff, faculty and administrators
about the current operational
procedures. An open forum was
‘held Sept. 8 for individuals of
the university to express their
opinions about the challenges
the
university
is
facing.
The Western Association of
Schools and Colleges (WASC),
recommended hiring outside

consultants

to

improve

communication.

WASC
university
determined
changes”

evaluated
the
last
year
and
“significant

were

needed.

WASC

determines the accreditation
of HSU. When a college or
university has accreditation, it

one committee to the next,” said

Snyder. “It becomes a waste of
people’s time.”
We haven’t got much time
added Snyder. “What I want
[from

Keeling and Associates]

is a recommendation on how to
move forward.”

much

this

will cost, or where that money

will come from. Moxon said
his departments is in need
of expansion due to space
limitations, but the earliest the

move will be able to happen is
next summer.

Plant Ops also handles much
of the shipping duties, but is
not located in an ideal area to

complete such tasks. “It’s not
the best place for shipping
to come through residential
neighborhoods,” Moxon said.

It is somewhat

difficult to

Shames
confirms

university has hit such a road
block that perhaps a_ third

when communication (between
administration and faculty) is

party was necessary. “I hope
that [Keeling and Associates]
will be able to resolve some of"
the issues,” said Mortazavi.

so closed off.”
The university is waiting for

time arguing?”

that

trust

believed
began

to

diminish in the face of
the extensive budget
cuts

the _ university

&% You would hope that ©

we would be able to
handle this kind of thing
in-house.

22

is facing. “There is a
sense

of

fear,”

said

Communications
Lecturer James Floss
at the open forum.
“When one department goes
‘poof,’ it creates a ‘who’s next’
mentality.”

WASC raised concern about
the lack of acommon university
vision
and _ budgeting . and
decision-making concerns at
the administrative level. WASC

- Gabe Shames, student
Sffairs vice president

Chairman
and
Senior
Consultant Richard Keeling of
Keeling and Associates said that
their group’s main objective for
Humboldt State is to come to
a better understanding of the
issues. Keeling plans to present
the university with a report of

concluded these processes are
“complicated and favor the

recommended ways to create
more communication and ways
current ways of operation over - to create operational efficiency.
strategic priorities.”
;
“There is a strong optimism
for
change
[at
Humboldt]
Snyder says the university
understands there are too many
and the university seems very
committees and organizations
student centered, so I would
that are ultimately making the say there is still hope,” said
Keeling.
same decisions.
“There is a duplication from
Saeed
Mortazavi
is the

BUILDING, Hsu’s NEWEST ADDITION cont. FRomPGS
no details on how

chair of the Academic Finance
Committee.
He
feels
the

find Plant Operations coming
streets to vehicular traffic.
off of Highway 101. If a driver
“It was nice when B Street
misses a turn he could end
was closed,” notes Moxon.
“[When it was closed] people
up in a neighborhood or pass
were teaching in the streets,
the school completely. Moxon
and no one had a fear of being
attributes this problem to the
hit.”
fact that HSU has essentially
If this grand design comes
grown out of a_ residential
to fruition, HSU, and the rest
neighborhood.
Excited about the move, . of the surrounding community
are in store for some radical
Moxon said HSU always wanted
changes.
to make B Street a pedestrian
mall. “Buying Industrial Electric
is one step closer,” said Moxon.
In its master plan, the campus
Matt Hawk may be contacted
said it wants to close off all at mlh70@humboldt.edu.

“Obviously
it
is
a
common _ goal
we
(faculty
and
administration)

share

to

keep

all

our

accreditation.”
Once the university
receives
the
recommendations

from

Keeling

and

Associates, HSU must

said. “It
student’s

definitely
suspicion

the
recommendations
from
Keeling and Associates, which

should arrive within the next
few weeks.
WASC will be

returning

to

HSU in spring 2010 to conduct
a
complete
“Educational
Effectiveness

Review”

of the

university to ensure changes are

taking place. President of the
Senior

College

Commissions

sector of WASC Ralph Wolff
explained that if Humboldt

decide if they will
spend more money to

has not reached standards set

bring the consultants back for
continued assistance or they
will be able to implement the
changes on their own.
Snyder said, “My view is that
[there is] enough distrust on
campus that we probably can’t
do it on our own.”
Gabe Shames, student affairs

more recommendations
and
set a date to return for another
evaluation.
Wolff says that contributing
factors
to a _ school losing
accreditation
include

vice president of Associated
Students, attended the open
forum and voiced that it is not

just administrators and faculty

by

WASC,

WASC

will

make

unwillingness or inability to
address concerns raised by
WASC, and an overall breach of
integrity.

“If [WASC] shows up and we
are still arguing, then we are in
trouble,” said Snyder.

that feel the lack of trust, but

that student government feels
it as well. “You would hope
that we would be able to handle
this kind of thing in-house,”

Sara Wilmot may be contacted
at swilmot@thejackonline.org
Matt Drange may be contacted
at mdrange@thejackonline.org
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GOIN’ ON?

Lt. Governor

Listening Tour
Friday, Oct. 3
UC South Lounge
men GtoN7inAtolMn GTI LRCRMAC UTS
to discuss higher education

issues with students
4:00 - 5:00 pm

parking lots. | Torrey Hartman
The parking lot near Student Business and Services Building, is one of six packed general

Not getting what they paid for

“Challenging
Corporate
Rule, Creating

Parking on campus is a problem even for those with permits

Democracy”

Saturday, Oct. 4
Ys eye he
become part of the
community-based effort
to reclaim power for the
people
10:30 am

Lye Landau
Staff Writer

Political Science student Elise Gerhart
said parking at her old school was also

difficult, but it was free. “The permits are
definitely overpriced. If you’re paying that

6th

Annual

Irie

Boogie

Saturday,

Oct.

Southern

much, [a space] should be guaranteed.”
More than half of the 30 students

4

Humboldt

Community

Park,

Garberville
for

Benefit

Humboldt
$25
12:00

the

Southern

Community

Park

pm

randomly surveyed this week said it
usually takes them at least ten minutes to
find a parking space on campus. A few said
it can sometimes take up to half an hour.
According to the HSU Accounting
Office, 1574 parking permits have been
sold this semester. But there are only
1462 parking spaces available to students,
according to the HSU Parking & Commuter

Services’ reports and statistics.
It is unlikely that all of the students
who have permits would be on campus
at the same time. However, when you
take into account the students who use
daily passes or the meters, it is clear why
campus lots are so congested.
Another factor is the time of day most
students go to classes. Four of the five

Want

to

be

included

in the

Features

calendar?

students who said they had no problem
finding parking have classes before
nine in the morning or after two in the
afternoon.

Competition for parking spaces
and traffic during these hours has
made people switch to different modes
of transportation. Molly Todd, an
undeclared sophomore, has given up
driving to school. “I ride my bike to class
because the trouble of finding a parking
spot and paying for a permit isn’t worth
it.” Todd said she can get half-way to
campus from her house in the time it
usually took her to find parking.
This is not a recent problem on the
HSU campus. Geography student Derek
Wilhite said the university increases the
cost of permits each year without providing
much more parking. He said that when he
had a permit, he still had to pay for meters
when there was no parking. “You're better
off riding your bike,” Wilhite said.

Some

Submit

students

your

who

event

commute

online

Bi Parking Permits
Mi Parking Space

0

Student

Staff

resorted to parking off campus. Jennifer
Cogswell, a cellular and molecular biology
student, is one. “I was going to buy a
permit, but they’re expensive,” she said.
After hearing from many people that it is _
difficult to park on campus, she decided to
park off campus for free and walk.
Limited parking is not just a problem
for students. During the 07/08 academic
year, 963 staff permits were sold for 624
fs
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To vote or
not to vote?
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elections

ance

ger

HSU students on the upcoming

WANT: POUL ARN Oh,
I

Lye Landau
Staff Writer
The
election

2008
presidential
is bound to have

i

i

it

- be

results

unprecedented

includes students who register
through AS.
Chapin said more senior

the first black president, the
first female vice president, or
the first third-party candidate
to be voted into the Oval Office.
In previous years students were
among those least likely to vote,
but it seems this is one election
HSU students are anticipating.
an
Abrams,
Marcus
undeclared freshman will not
miss his first chance to vote
this November. He _ believes

funds if it sees fit, as an example
of what can happen when

it’s important to vote in any
election, because it’s a citizen’s
way of taking part in democracy.

students
aren’t
politically
active.
“If they aren’t accountable to

Abrams

vote

than

students,

so they are more likely to get
what they need. Since young
people are the less likely to
vote,

representatives

do

not

worry about representing their
younger constituents.

Chapin

new

used

budget,

government

in
can

the _

state’s

which
cut

state
college

and products that ultimately
will do nothing but throw us
in a big hole filled with shit,”
Alvarez said. He believes all
the presidential candidates fall
into the category of people who
ignore what this country needs;
so voting for them would not
take the world on a different
Marine Biology senior Justin
Skillst votes even though he
feels that it does not necessarily

also said that a lack

us by being elected, they will act

an

on their own interests instead of

takes an entire community to

ours. Everyone voting ensures
that we get politicians that are

cause an impact.

voting

in

politics

has

accumulative effect.
person

“If one

stops

they think their vote

Chapin feels that all elections

more moderate and receptive to

on the city, state and national

66We need to make

level are important,
but
acknowledges
there
is something
at stake in this year’s

doesn’t count, it wouldn’t
Abrams - said.
matter,”

“But if a lot of people stop
voting, that will have a
much greater impact on
the election,” he said.
Political science junior

Brandon Chapin is HSU’s
California State Student
Association

(CSSA)

Chapin
representative.
Associated
the
heads
registration
voter
Students’
drive. AS members provide
students with registration forms
and information on the voting
process.
In order to get more people to

the vote, the CSSA set a goal for
all colleges in the California State
University system to register five

percent of their students. The
AS voter registration drive is
an effort to meet this goal. AS is
currently two-thirds of the way
to HSU’s goal of 371 registered
students; this number only

sure we are
moving in the
right direction.

5 5

presidential

election.

“Its

different

a

election and everyone
notices that, because

we
have _ different
people
running than
junior
we
usually would,”
said Chapin. “So in
everyone’s needs, instead of the
this election we need to make
political extremes we currently
sure we are moving in the right
have,” said Chapin.
direction instead of taking steps
Although it seems almost
back.”
universal that this election is
AS and the Residence Hall
the first of its kind, not everyone
Association are hosting debateagrees that voting can have a watching parties with food and
positive impact. Arcata resident
prizes in the bottom of the Jolly
Maurice Alvarez will not vote
Giant Commons. Future debate
in the upcoming presidential
screenings will be held on Oct.

- Brandon Chapin, political science

election,

because

he _ believes

2,7, and 15.

that voting can’t fix the problems
in our society.

“So many of us have lost
sight of what’s important. We

,
i
a
3)

Lye Landau may be contacted at
llandau@thejackonline.org
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make a difference. “A vote is
just a petition for your electoral
representative to act a certain
way. But it is not a solid thing,”
Skillst said. He believes that it

of interest

because

citizens

consume and promote activities
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Summer in
Switzerland: part 2
_/

Zig Lawsha

class at their campus in Yverdon La Bains, Switzerland.)

856 10th Street - Arcata - C4

#

(707) 826-2739

eRe

eR

+

fee)

Best Music Venue in Arcata
20 Beers on tap

Switzerland

dorms.

in

Lausanne,

er a

* tour their first global corporation - one
of many they would see in the coming
weeks.

out in different directions. From music
and drinks at small pubs and cafes to
hopping at. quaint shops and street

_vendors, the students got a taste of life
Evian. The students’ sample cheese
fin French wine until almost

Jeff & Cathy of Magnolia

featuring members of ALO & Mother Hips

Oct. 24 - Miles Ahead - sie: bavi tibui
Check www.humboldtbrews.com for latest music info.

and wine, ate horse meat and sang;

am fatso! cause I drink beer everyday!

On

Saturday,

business
computer

the

international

students
joined
the
science and networking

students on a cruise aboard the "Belle

Montruex

Jazz

festival

- one

of the

well-known European. music festivals.
th all concerts were sold out,
mty
of outdoor concerts and other

activities

kept

the

group

amused

throughout the evening.
The following weekend the students
‘spent their first free weekend going to
museums, the lake and the Swiss Alps. »
_Some students chose to visit nearby —
to recuperate and
upcoming week.

Oct. 4 - Deadwood Revival - americana Rock

Oct. 23 - Dave Brogan Band

The international students drank beer...

“Italy or Germany while others decided

Oct. 3- Monophonics -sou, funk

Oct. 22 - LYNX & Jamie Janover

international

business. After the lecture, the HEIG-

Once on shore, the students head ,

Oct. 1 = Humtunes Recording with Rubin Diaz,

Oct. 18 - Taarka - Gypsy
Fox Jazz

in

VD main campus threw a barbecue.

creation | of the first french republic.

a@ Open Mic Every Monday @ 8:30

Oct. 17 - Miracle Show.
cratefui dead Tribute

succeed

and traveled by bus. to

‘Bastille Day, which’ celebrates »‘the

lee aan

Oct. 16 - MC Chris - rap, HipHop, comedy

to

&Eacute;poque." The vessel with paddle
wheels took the group across to see the
Castle of Chillon. The castle, located
between the shores of Lake Geneva and
the Alps, offered its ancient grandeur
and spectacular views.
to a tour of the facility and lunch with
After touring the castle for several
Bobst executives. The students then
hours,
the two classes boarded the
took a bus to the Lausanne docks to.
board a boa and L cross LLake Geneva _boat and steamed down to Montreux,
: Switzerland for the 42nd Annual

est

Oct. 9 - Premiere Kayak Video
Subliminal Sabatoge
_ Oct. 10 - Brightblack Morning Light
Oct. il - Yer Dog - a. roc

how

The students got an earful when the
company executives in research and
development, sales and marketing gave
a Powerpoint presentation. After the
presentations, students were treated

& up

Sete
Most Shows

on

their

board and flexible material industries.

Mouthwatering Menu

21

from

--company, is the worldwide leading
“«*. supplier of equipment and. services
in the folding carton, corrugated

Biggest TV Screen

ALL Shows

Ebay Europe Chief Financial Officer
Nick Staheyeff gave a presentation

Bobst Group, a Swiss international

Pool Table & FREE WiFi

Libsfed lets mc

‘Week Two: The week started bright
and early when the students departed

prepare

for . the

Zig tigihe may. be: contacted at
zlawsha@thejackonline.org
|

PARKING, CHALLENGING IN SPITE OF PERMITS cont. From PG. 12
parking spaces designated for faculty, according
to the HSU Parking & Commuter Services’
reports and statistics.
Dance professor Jandy Bergmann said she

comes to campus early
first class starts. “I try to
latest. Otherwise I have
school,” she said. Arcata
10 blocks from campus.

regardless of when her
get here at 8, 8:15 at the
to park over by the high
High School is roughly

Communications
students
Anneka
Anderson and Matt Davis would like to see a

parking structure in place of the current general
parking lot. “There’s already room,” said Davis.
“They just need to build up [vertically], not out
[horizontally].”

.

Anderson added, “Even a two story structure
would be fine.”

-

Communications

student

Patrick

Tkacz

solution. The

pointed out that this plan would block the view

plan outlines goals the university seeks to reach
over the next 30 to 40 years. Along with physical
changes like streams through the campus, there

of Humboldt Bay. His suggestion to students
seeking parking relief was simple. “Do what I

did. Stop driving.”

will eventually be four parking structures.
But for now, the main concern for students is
availability of the parking they pay for.

llandau@thejackonline.org

The HSU

Master Plan has a

Lye Landau may be contacted at

4)
~

See

(Reviews: On July 7, 2008,-an experiment in. education, intercultural relations
and pure fun began at a university in Switzerland. The School of Business and
Engineering Vaud (HEIG_. VD) invited Humboldt State University and the University
of Catania, Italy, to their International Business and Intercultural Contaiigications
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ARE. BEING
MADE...
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ROLE ve

COUNCIL MEMBERS
Each of these positions represents the student voice in
their respective colleges and/or constituent group.
4
;

:

Represents the student voice of the College of Arts, Humanities and
Social Sciences on the AS Council and to the Campus Community.
I position available

We

‘
;
.
College of Professional Studies Representative
Represents

have

over

55

*HSU

] position available

Sponsored

Foundation

i

committees

i

Represents the student voice of the College of Natural Resources

Lobby

EVCUHOR istod

¢Instructionally Related
Activities (IRA)
“
Committee

P rograms

eUniversity Budget

eHSU Associated Students

and Sciences on the AS Council and to the Campus Community.
|

Committee

Cor ps

DEADLINE

Represents the student voice of Undeclared and interdisciplinary
Majors on the AS Council and to the Campus Community.
I position available

including

.

eStudent Fee Advisory
Committee

the student voice of the College of Professional Studies
on the AS Council and to the Campus Community.

°
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Emergency Cell/Text Message Alert: |

WHIM ol:MerelarelUCed(iatem-Micimelmin-mume

A brief text message about the emergency can }
be sent to all those who provide HSU with their }

Se
(meant

a

for ANY

lL

emergency)

on:

personal cell phone
| SYSTEM

Desk
eh

: Oy P,

‘

0:45

AM

(QuickLink

at 4357

| message

OE HST

HT ES RESTS
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Homepage,

need

call Help |

assistance).

confirmed and our technology can send it.

Ring Continuously Multiple Tones
HEHE HEE RHE HEHE DEDEDE

on

OER E DASE RE SETH ESET HEHE DA HEHHHESEHEHESEDEDEHUSEHEDEHE

Try going to these sources of information when you hear bells, receive
cell-phone text or see emergency signage for this test:
¢ www.humboldt.edu/emergency

¢ 826-INFO (4636)
recorded campus conditions line will take simultaneous calls
¢e KHSU 90.5 FM
will broadcast regular updates as information becomes available

This]

wil be sent as soon as information

Clocktower Bells Universal Alert Signal: Bells
Cee meee eR ORO RAE HORE HERAT
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number via the WEBREG |
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EmilyStrange.com, official site of the
Emily the Strange clothing brand, needs
a Junior Graphic Designer to assist with
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PART-TIME

POSITION
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with a Student Therapist
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NEVER
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tch against Western Oregon
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With the economy on the line, presidential candidate John McCain is beginning to
show his allegiance to the upper class and his
disconnect to the average American.
Humboldt County residents have a large
stake in the future of the economy, especially
with closure of The Metro on Saturday and gas
prices, which are still 40 cents higher than the
national average. Even though the first debate
last Friday between presidential hopefuls
Barack Obama and John McCain focused on ~
foreign policy, it started with the subject that
is currently on everyone's mind - the economy.
Let’s go back and sum up the moments
leading to the debate. Wall Street finally col-

Editor

Jamie
Photo

It’s the economy, stupid!»

Funk

Cartoonist
Alyse

lapsed after years of lax bank regulations and
crooked housing loans, compiled with high
gas prices. One of the reasons why banks
are failing is because “Main Street” workers continue to be laid off and are unable to
pay their increasing mortgages. Every day it
seems another bank fails - Lehman Brothers,
Washington Mutual and Wachovia Bank, just
to name a few. Even just a slight percentage of
customers removing funds - in Wamu’s case a
mere 10 percent - can cause failure.
At the beginning of last week, while the
president and Congress drafted a multi-billion
dollar bailout plan, John McCain continued

to assert that our economy is “fundamentally
strong.” Perhaps the view from McCain’s
multiple houses obstructs his view of the
economy.
After being completely slammed by
Obama, Democrats, and even some Republicans, McCain and the GOP decided to pull yet
another “game-changer.” McCain suspended
his campaign and vowed to work on the bailout bill. He even did something never done in
the history of presidential campaigning - refusing to debate until the bill was passed. McCain
called for a high-level meeting, which according to “The New York Times,” was “unhelpful.”
McCain participated in the debate on Friday

and we still have no bailout bill, because it was
rejected by the House of Representatives qn
Monday.
Obama did not halt his campaign, and
did what he could in his position to help the
House and Congress come to a bipartisan
decision. Instead of making hasty decisions and
acting overly important, Obama called officials
directly involved and participated in McCain’s
proposed high-level meeting.
This brings us to the first quarter of
the debate, which focused on the economy.
During the whole discussion of the economy,
the words “middle-class” never came out of

McCain’s mouth, nor did he talk about a plan
to lower taxes for working families. Although

he used the words “Main Street” during the

40-minute discussion, McCain mainly focused
on how Obama is going to raise taxes on 3
The absence of the phrase
percent of earners.
“middle-class” in McCain's vocabulary shows
how little a grasp he has on the dire economic
situation.
In McCain’s defense it is unclear whether
Obama, or anyone else for that matter, will be
able to fix our economy. Perhaps it will stabilize itself - or eat itself whole. But one thing
we know is McCain - another rich-whitearistocratic male - simply does not understand
the economic pressures of working all day and
still having to worrying about feeding one’s
family and making a mortgage payment.
If McCain has any desire to win this
election, he must stop talking about the past
and start talking about the future. With our
economy in shambles and America on the
verge of a depression, Americans want to
know how to save their houses, jobs, cars and
their children’s education.
It’s not possible for one man to save us

but, it is possible to elect one that is willing
to try.
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Arcata, please
pick up your
panhandlers

The 10% cuts to Medi-Cal in the State budget will negatively impact nearly 30% of

Humboldt County residents, and our community as a whole. J encourage you to write
to our state lawmakers at the addresses listed below or to clip this letter out and
send it to them. Please let them know that we will not stand by while members of our
community are having their access to medical care restricted.
Thank you,

Jill Koelling
Former Editor of the Lumberjack

ss

waa
The Hon. Arnold Schwarzenegger
Governor

State Capitol Building
Sacramento, CA 95814 Phone: 916- 445- 2841

Dear Arcata City Council,

The Hon. Kim Belshé
Secretary 1600 Ninth Street, Room 460
California Health and Human Services Agency Sacramento, CA 95814 Phone: 916-654-3454

We have a serious problem within our community. The plazoids,
homeless, houseless or whatever you want to call them are having an
increasingly negative impact on our town. For example, here are the events
that I experienced one day this week. On Tuesday while walking to work
over the pedestrian foot bridge in North town, I was asked for change by a
group of homeless looking people, which I ignored. They promptly yelled
profanities at me for ignoring them. Later in the day while walking on G
Street on my way to the plaza for lunch, I was forced to walk in the street
because some houseless looking “vendor” had opted to cover the sidewalk
with his drawings. While eating, shopping and checking my mail at the
post office in and around the plaza, I was asked for change a total of eight
times. While walking back to work I was again asked for money twice.
After work that evening while I was walking down to tavern row to
meet my co-workers for an after-work beer, I was again asked for change a number of times, and had to walk in the street to avoid the intoxicated
plazoids with open containers just offof the plaza on 11th Street. When
I returned home, my fiancé informed me of her experience walking our
dogs up to the Arcata Community Forest as she regularly does, and
how the behavior of the houseless are making the walk more and more
uncomfortable. Examples are open containers, loose dogs, offensive
languages, piles of trash etc. . . | remember when normal law-abiding folk
could have a BBQ and drink a couple of beers in the park. Now we've
outlawed beer and only the plazoids get to drink in our public space (but,
that’s a topic for another letter.)

Dear Governor Schwarzenegger, and Secretary Belshé,
As a resident of Humboldt County and a citizen of the State of California, I am deeply concerned
about the cuts made to Medi-Cal funding in the state budget passed in September of 2008.
Nearly 30% of Humboldt County’s population relies on Medi-Cal to meet their medical care needs.
These people include families, children, people with disabilities, and those living in disadvantaged and
rural areas.

a

In addition, along with other concerned neighbors on our block, we

are routinely forced to call the Arcata Police Department because of illegal
camping in our neighborhood.

It is naive to think a 10% cut to Medi-Cal services will not have a severely detrimental impact on
Humboldt County and on California as a whole. And it is inhumane to restrict access to medical care to
a segment of the population in order to balance a deficit in the state budget.
The Citizens of Humboldt County are asking you to take a long, hard look at the effects of these
cuts. They will result in extremely diminished funding to Open Door Clinics, hospitals and United
Indian Health Services and will restrict the services they are able to offer. They will cause emergency
rooms to fill with patients whose primary care doctors are no longer seeing Medi-Cal patients. And they
will cause people to let medical conditions go untreated and become major, or life-threatening-health
issues, because they are unable to afford medical care. Delaying visits to doctors increases the potential
for epidemics and will in the long run take a much higher toll on the state’s financial situation.

I am asking you, a leader of our great State and a fellow human being, to reconsider the 10% cut
made to the Medi-Cal budget. Our children, our families, and our communities should not be made to
suffer and be denied access to medical care.

Sincerely,

As a homeowner in Arcata, I want to know what you are going to do
about this problem.
Date:

Sincerely,

Michael Moore, Jr.

Citizen of Humboldt County, CA.

Arcata Homeowner
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HSU Earth
First! needs
a hand

Endangered Specie S Act |
under attack
GUESTCOLUMN
The Endangered Species Act, passed by Congress in 1973, states it
is “the policy of Congress that all Federal departments and agencies shall

seek to conserve endangered species and threatened species and shall
HSU Earth First! now has

regular meetings. We want to

utilize their authorities in furtherance of the purposes of this Act.”
However, far too often the act has been overruled at the expense
of species, their habitats and delicate ecosystems. It was first overruled
| in 1979 when Grayrock Dam

support Humboldt Earth First! to
protect ancient redwoods from being
cut down. We want sustainable

was built in Wyoming despite a
7 threat to Whooping Cranes. It
a was OV erruled again in 1992
when the Endangered Species
Committee granted the
Bureau of Land Management an exemption for 13 timber

forestry. Pragmatically we need
immediate assistance to stop threats
and intimidation we are experiencing

on campus. Two students appeared

at our meeting where they repeatedly

ales in an area in the Pacific
Northwest, home of the
endangered Spotted Owl.

monologued that I am a “liar,
disruptive, and fraudulent.” This

message was also put on paper and
distributed at our first two meetings.
Another read the “Treasurer (myself)
is a con-artist that has been asked to
leave.” I have never met these people
before. These two say they are doing
this to “disrupt the club to stop me
from coming to the club.” They
rely on intimidation tactics such

as constantly interrupting whoever
speaks at the meeting. They have torn
down all of our HSU-sanctioned
posters on campus at least three

times in a 24 hour period. The two
students threatened us at our meeting
that they will “disrupt every meeting
we have.” We have in no way
retaliated against this harassment.
Instead we have met three times
with Humboldt State University’s
Police Department (UPD) and
several times with the HSU Clubs
Coordinator about how to address
this issue. The UPD and the
|
Clubs office were helpful although

Part of the Act may now
become extinct. The Bush

Administration is proposing
| major changes to Section 7
of the Act. These changes, as

reported by the “Washington
Post,” would eliminate the
independent scientific reviews

Endangered Spotted Owl

Amendment rights” in that students
have a right to dissent at meetings.

that not everyone has the same views as others
on what is right and what is wrong. So, | am

We agree with the right to dissent. It
appears obvious that the threats and

trying to see that in what I am about to tell you,
is just information about a different culture,

intimidation observed by numerous

with differerit values and different beliefs.

students present at our meetings

When I saw these pictures that I found on
a Web site devoted to animal rights, the only
feelings I can describe that came with them
were: sincere internal stirs of disbelief, and an

harassment” “unacceptable student

behaviors.” We have filed a grievance
with the Dean of Students. We

emotional disturbance that felt so deep I could
only shiver from the inside-out. I am talking

would like to invite you to our
meetings however it may be easier

about the abuse and mistreatment of the Sloth
Bears in India.

to do so via e-mail at this time.
gregbourget@hotmail.com.

In a highly toured area of India called “The
Golden Triangle tourist circuit,” the Sloth Bears
have become the livelihood of many people
there, and for centuries. These people, who call

Thxs!

:-)

species through their projects. This is quite interesting when you realize

that many Federal Agencies don’t even have wildlife biologists on staff.
According to lists from The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services Web

site, there are about 609 animal and 715 plant species currently listed as
endangered or threatened in this nation. California has 130 animal and
179 plant species listed.

With the proposed changes to The Endangered Species Act, plants
and animals will be at higher risk of extinction.

Congressman John D. Dingell (D-MI 15th District), the original
author of the Endangered Species Act, said that seeing it signed into law
was one of the proudest moments of his career. He is against the proposed

changes. “It is most peculiar,” Dingell said, “that a statute which has

done so much good should be now jeopardized by the stroke of a hostile
Presidential pen.”

If you care about this issue, let the Bush Administration hear about
it. They have opened a comment period for its proposal until Oct. 14.
They are not accepting e-mails, but the Sierra Club is accepting comments
online at www.sierraclub.org which they will compile and send to the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service. To learn more about the issue and what else
you can do, go to www.sierraclub.org.
;

:

Camila Andres
Journalism junior and also an advertising
representative for the Lumberjack

GUEST COLUMN

cautious to act due to concerns
about violating disrupter’s’ “First

which calls “threats, intimidation,

that have been required for more than three decades and would allow
federal agencies to decide for themselves whether they are endangering

Abuse and mutilation:
As a young person, I never imagined the
truth that some people are just not interested
in doing the right thing. As I am growing older
each day, I am becoming more and more aware

violates the HSU Code of Conduct
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Greg Bourget

themselves Kalandars, are street entertainers that

Political Science senior

use the Sloth Bear as entertainment, and this

entertainment is brutal.
The Sloth Bears in India, as cubs, are taken
away from their mothers. After that the mothers
are killed and the cubs are then shipped off
to where the Kalandars tribes are. As soon as
they arrive, and not all do because some die

on the way from starvation and dehydration,
the mutilation begins. The Kalandars proceed
with piercing the cubs muzzle using a large and

extremely intense hot rod. This is so painful for
the cubs that it takes more than one Kalandar
to hold the cub down, and with the cubs
screaming, they mutilate the bears muzzle. The
muzzle of a sloth bear is very sensitive. This is
nothing like a modern day piercing of humans
noses, and judging by their screams, this is far
more painful for them. Some cubs become

infected and die after a short period of time.

to also keep them in “control,” the bears have

no choice but to stand on their hind legs and
“dance.” They do this up to twelve hours a day.
Recently the Wildlife Trust of India
and the World Society for the Protection of
Animals have started a campaign called, “The
Kalandars Alternative Livelihood Initiative.”
This campaign is geared toward training the

Kalandars with other skills.
Even though the “Dancing Bears” of India
has been made an illegal occupation, it is still
going on. It has been made illegal but, the law
is rarely enforced. There is a petition that can be
found online about this issue. This petition will
be sent to the Environmental Minister of India.
If you are interested please go to, The Dancing
Bears Petition @ http://www.petitiononline.
com/chole/petition.html, to sign the petition.

After the muzzle mutilation, the Kalandars

insert a large rope through the holes left by the
piercing. They Kalandars use this rope to force
and direct them. Between the pain of their

muzzles being pulled on and a whipping stick

Kmily Diane Chambers
Wildlife Conservation major

For more check us out on the web at www.thejackonline.org
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Our economy: how bad is it really?
Recently America’s largest banks failures,

era home ownership programs. Supposed
‘free marketers’ promised prosperity from
deregulation, but during the 80s Savings
& Loan scandal cost taxpayers‘hundrédsof
billions through loandefaulrts, bankruptcies
and bailouts. Our sub-prime crisis is history
repeating, deregulation manifested a flood
of volatile loans leading Congress to bail out

like Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae, Bear Sterns

and Merrill Lynch, led to unprecedented

mergers and bailouts with tax money
transfusions. Joseph Stiglitz, former World
Bank chief economist, whistle blower and
two-time Nobel prize winner, recently said
“this is clearly the most serious problem since
the great depression and in some ways worse
in terms of the financial institutions.” Stiglitz

Fannie Mae and Freddie,Mac which hold

notes most “financial markets [news] comes

from those who are making money out of
the financial markets.” Beneficiaries of the
exploitative charade known as the American
economy, have no interest in revealing how

this crisis. At minimum it seems our leaders
are negligent, at worst they are complicit.
These wars are based on lies yet we tolerate

_them; war in Iraq followed false weapons of
mass, destruction and implied bin LadenHussein ties; war in Afghanistan resulted
from
er CIA asset and Cold War ally bin
: Laden's actions.

“That is what our money system is. If
there were no debts in our money system,
there wouldn’t be any money.” ~Marriner
S. Eccles, Chairman and Governor of the
Federal Reserve Board
Our country emerged from an epic

struggle to stay free from European banking
interests, but we lost out in 1913 with the
establishment of the Federal Reserve System

conceal greed with providing the American.

~ “Controlling our currency, receiving
our public moneys, and holding thousands
of our citizens in dependence... would be

under Woodrow Wilson’s presidency. It is
clear upon closer inspection that unregulated

Dream, home ownership, Kuttner says in a

more formidable and dangerous than a

markets create demand for tools for our

response, “predatory lenders area feeble

military power of the enemy.” ~Andrew
Jackson
tt
‘The not-so-federal Federal Reserve

own destruction. We must revolutionize our

a combined $5.4 Trillion
debt! Lenders.

substitute for a national home-ownership
policy.”

money system and re-regulate markets to

System (I'll explain shortly), founded in

prevent such financial terrorism and rampant
corruption. Otherwise world elites will
manipulate and defeat America by stealth.
The revolution must be exercised.

bad things are. Stiglitz says President Bush
and Secretary of Treasury Henry Paulson
merely echo Wall Street’s assurances “fact is
that they are involved in salesmanship.”
“People of our nation do not

“Of all the enemies to public liberty
war is, perhaps, the most to be dreaded
because it comprises and develops the
germ of every other [enemy]. War is the

1913,which produces our money out of
nothing, or less than nothing, through debt.

parent of armies; from these proceed debts

documentary available on Google Video,

understand our banking and monetary
system for if they did, I believe there would
be a revolution before tomorrow morning.
The one aim of these financiers is world
control by the creation of inextinguishable
debt.” ~Henry Ford

and taxes. And armies, and debts; ‘and taxes
are the known instruments for bringing
the many under the domination of the

illustrates how banks work using a system
called fractional reserve banking. Banks only
require holding 10% of their deposits, so

few.” ~James Madison
The cost of America’s War on Terror is

90% of our money is not there. Deposits
are then used to create more loans to which

staggering, $7 billion monthly. “This is the

interest is charged on non-existent capital.

first war in American history that has been

Money As:Debt explains how $1,111.12 in

Jason Robo
Political science/economics double
major and an activist involved in 9/11

Post-depression regulation protecting

“Money As Debt,” a 47-minute animated

Americans from banks has been repealed

totally financed on the credit card” Stiglitz

a

over the years. Robert Kuttner’s article

points out, cofitinuing on he notes that 40%

d ebr. [hus

bank

can

“What’s Behind the Sub-Prime Disaster,”
chronicles deregulation following depression-

of our debt is owned by foreigners and that

state of perpetual debr, if it is paid off the

Bush’s wartime tax cuts for the rich worsened

money would vanish.
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In my view, this monetary crisis symbolizes a crisis of
our Constitutional Democracy. In support of huge bank-

lining activities, our money marinated Congress has ignored
the balance of power principals spelled out in our U.S.
Constitution in subservience to a dominator top down

control model desired by the biggest banks, multinational
corporations, and those pushing for the forever increasing
military budget. The top down control model is visible in

this Bush era of no accountability with little Congressional

oversight.
Huge money interests have reduced independent thinking
and debate in Congress to an atmosphere of kissing butt or
fearing dire consequences. The drive for privatization and
de-regulation has produced volumes of new laws written by
corporate lawyers. Previous Presidential Executive Orders have

been rewritten and kept secret from Congress. Anti-trust laws

designed to prevent monopolies and protect free markets have
long been ignored. Monopoly sized air wave media giants have
been rewarded the right to buy up huge print media markets
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after cheer leading us into the war in Iraq. Along with the
trickle down sales pitch serving the richest, we've witnessed
severe deterioration of our middle class, devaluation of our
dollar, and an era of spending much more money on prisons
than our public education system.
Our society needs a public review of the important
third party issue of whether or not our government will be
representing a Constitutional Democracy and the interests
of common people or be controlled by giant multinational
corporations. This issue is not being discussed in the two party
system presented to us by the big corporations. I think it’s
time for our society to wake up and demand big changes or be
flushed down the toilet.

Cordially,

William A. Self
Community member

from clutches of the money manipulators,
was probably the prime cause of the

Truth and the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws

plasm
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the colonies to operate an honest money
system, which freed the ordinary man

revolution.” ~Benjamin Franklin

our money relies on a permanent

@

any

“The refusal of King George to allow

- Submissions

must be addressed

to

Opinion Editor Karina Gonzalez.
- Include “Attn: Opinion” in the subject
line for e-mail submissions.
- Letters to the editor may not exceed
350 words.
- Guest columns may not exceed 750
words.
- All letters and columns may be edited
for grammar and spelling.
- We reserve the right to edit profanity
and obscenity and may hold content for
ETA Ror Nee
- New contributors may be given
preference over return contributors.
- Please include your name, telephone
number, city of residence, and affiliation
with relevant campus or community
organizations.

- HSU students should provide their
major and class standing.
- We also welcome cartoons, spoof
articles,and other items.
All submissions must be received by 4:00
p.m. the Friday preceding publication.

For more check us out on the web at www.thejackonline.org
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Men’s
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Soccer

Wednesday, Oct. |
HSU vs Acadedmy of
Vas
Redwood

Bowl

7:00 p.m.

Football
Saturday, Oct. 4
HSU

vs Azusa

Redwood

Pacific

Bowl

nO] OM waa

Junior defensive back Barry D avis jumps for joy when the Jacks recover a fumble at last Saturday's home game | Allie Hostler

Allie Hostier
Staff Writer

Women’s
Soccer
Friday,

HSU

Oct.

“There’s work to be done with this team

and I knew that coming in,” Humboldt

10

vs Cal Poly

State Head Coach Rob Smith said. Coach
Smith is new to HSU this season, but he has
high hopes for his team. “They are

Pomona
Redwood
4:30

Bowl

p.m.

but he’s optimistic about the upcoming
game. “What worked Saturday night was
our passing attack,” he said. “I hope to
see more of the same attitude and energy,

the youngest and least experienced
team in the conference,” he said.

“I
seeing

Men’s

Soccer

Friday, Oct. 10
HSU vs Cal Poly
Pomona
Redwood
7:00

Bowl

p.m

think
some

that’s

why

mistakes,

you're

66 it was agood |

whether we won or lost 99
learning experience

but that’s

also why you're seeing a lot of
improvement.”
Saturday night The Western
Oregon University Wolves had a

- Matt Smith, junior wide receiver

included

said critical mistakes came at critical times
and cost the Jacks the game. The
‘Jacks racked nearly 100 yards
of penalties in the third quarter
alone, while the Wolves

nailed a

95-yard drive topped with a sevenyard run for a touchdown.
Proulx completed 24 of 35
passes for 351 yards. Smith, a
latecomer to the Jacks, had his

best game to date with 10 catches

in the

for 143 yards. Junior wide receiver

Redwood

Bowl.

In front

of 2,200 fans, and shortly after Fortuna

but at the same time cut down on crucial

High School marching band members
took the field in a drumming competition,

mistakes.”

Trying to dig the team out of a hole,
Proulx took the team on an 80-yard
scoring drive. They kept in the game with
a 23-yard touchdown pass to junior wide

Proulx

receiver Matt Smith, but there was not

admitted second-half mistakes were costly,

enough time on the clock to pull out of

Freshman

to be

429 yards to WOU’s 383, but Coach Smith

two point lead at half time (16-14)

the ‘Jacks began to lose their grip on the
Wolves, sealing the deal with a 44-28
loss.

Want

the Wolves’ grip.
The ‘Jacks outgained the Wolves with

in the

quarterback

Sports

Mike

calendar?

Submit

your

event

online

Devin Stearns also caught six passes for
112 yards.
“It was a good learning experience,
whether we won or lost. The game helped
show us what our capabilities are,” Smith
said. “I’m looking forward to showing a

FOOTBALL, rc.25

at www.thejackonline.org/calendar
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Midfielder Lyle Menk looks to pass the ball downfield amid a pair of Santa Cruz defenders. | Torrey Hartman:

‘Jacks flatten Santa Cruz Slugs

Maintaining & Repairing
Students’ Cars Since 1961

during Sunday’s soccer game
Hilary Lebow

929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) « Eureka + California 95501

Staff Writer

Under an unseasonably warm Sunday sky,
the HSU men’s soccer team defeated the Santa
Cruz Slugs, 5-1, for their fifth win of the season.

The ‘Jacks were ahead five points well into
the second half, while the Slugs had yet to score.
Then, fifteen minutes before the end, Santa Cruz

unexpectedly slid past ‘the ‘Jacks defense for
their first and only point. Both teams battled
back and forth across the field to regain control.
The crowd, restless for a retaliatory goal, cheered

loudly at each attempt the ‘Jacks aimed at the
net. In an exciting conclusion goalkeeper Kyle
Verle denied Santa Cruz one final shot, during

Brakes
\

the last minute on the clock.
This win puts the Men’s Soccer team at 5-2-3
overall.
After Friday’s loss against Cal State, L.A.,

(707) 444-9636
www.leons-carcare.com

HSU Soccer Head Coach Andy Cumbo credits
more time and space during the game to get the
team composed. “Defensively, we made a couple

of mistakes,” Cumbo said.
“Fortunately, they didn’t punishus like Cal
State L.A. did.”
It was a great day for midfielder Josh Suggs.,

Mexican

Food

1251 9th St., Arcata

SOCCER,

(across from the recycling center)

rc.25

(707) 822-1200

Mon.-Sat. 11 am-5 pm
7th & G, Arcata
(Arcata Auto parking lot)

(707) 496-4165
Mon.-Weds. 5:30-10 pm
Thurs. 5:30 pm-11 pm
Fri.-Sat. 5:30 pm-2 am
Sun. 11 am-9 pm

Homemade Tortillas
Catering for Any Event

Alma’'s
Mexican
;

RRL

scat

n

Food

Present this coupon for 15% off of your total price or
25% off for students with ID.
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‘Jacks suffer
ing defeat by

uitars

New & Used

1027 | St. Arcata, (A 822-6264

How

Far Will You Go

on

took

all three
but

sets

not

Saturday

without a

fair

San Francisco’s blocker Sloane
Williams, standing 6’5” tall,
was covering the net and ready
to get in the way.

High demand

sessions

It seems the Gators got one
too many lucky bounces as they

contest from the Lady ‘Jacks.
From the start of the game,

for education, health, ag
& natural resources.
Info

Staff Writer

night,

70+ Countries of Service.
Student
Loans Deferred.
Combine with Grad Sehool.
All majors;

Sally Kiefer

M-F 10:30-6:30 Sun 12-4

Life is Calling.

Gators

San Prides

‘Martin
Taylor
SeaGull
& More

“
”*

Whe

Sophomore Joliann Arzadon

Campus:

peacecorps.gov/events

gave the Gators an edgy strike
they weren’t prepared for and

Apply Online.

the ‘Jacks

kept

proving

they

could handle the ball with
finesse. The first set ended 25-

Ee

ae or se

22 Gators.

| hdriscoll@peacecorps. nn

www.peacecorps.gov
Cee
————

j_|-Rices Faces:

'

S|

Taqueria

686 F Street, Suite D, Ag * 95521{ |

|

Monday - Saturday
9AM -9PM

of 5-12.

Dine (n or Carry Out

Breakfast Menu
Chile Relleno
made fresh daily

authentic menudo

rooted

for

the

‘Jacks to recover but the second
set slipped away to the Gators
10-25.
The third set began with
Gators leading 4-0, leaving the
‘Jacks to play catch up again.
Mallory Briney showed: an
effort to help her team despite
a large bruise on the side of her
leg, and added a wrist injury.
Toni
Kroeker
put
up a fight against the
Gators with her blocking
along

with

Monterey Bay. | Karina Gonzalez

our game and not the way we
usually play,” said sophomore

This wasn't our

The first and third
games
looked
similar
with the Lady ‘Jacks making
big comebacks. But the Gators
took set three 25-16.

The ladies definitely seemed
a little bummed about their loss

686 F Street (by Safeway)

to San Francisco. “This wasn°t

on

99

- Emily Nuss, sophomore

come up again, to 12-15.

Comment

little teary after the game but
said they just need to work
harder. “We practice the

way we play so we need

game and not the way
we ‘usually play.

Lynsey Adams, both of
them standing at 6’ tall.
They helped the ‘Jacks

Giving 10% off to ASU students with (.O..
826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

Outside hitter Mallory Briney serves against CSU

(66

prowess,

Family Atmosphere

Fans

these

Emily Nuss.
“We came back a lot and gave
them some runs, but we dug
ourselves a hole that was hard
to get out of.”
Senior

articles

Toni

Kroeker

on-line

was

a

to be a little tougher in
our. practice this week,”
Kroeker said.
Joliann
Arzadon
is
looking ahead to the

future. “We'll spend the
next two weekends away
sO we're going to have
to step it up to get some W’s
(wins),” she said, smiling.

Sally Kiefer may be contacted
at skiefer@thejackonline.org

at www.thejackonline.org

a ||

Pry 424.8580

The second set started out
jittery for the ‘Jacks with a trail
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SOCCER: ‘Jacks DRAMATIC SUNDAY VICTORY cont. From Pc.23

* COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR *
e TIRES * SMOG - BRAKE - LAMP CERTIFICATION ¢

WINTER SPECIAL

$10.00 OFF
oe

ee

COUPON sage ee
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Midfielder Ben Vasser gets tangled up with a Santa Cruz defender. | Torrey Hartman

Midfielder

Brian

Holmes

scored

once,

in the first

“finishing the teams’ chances

and,

and _

assisted Lyle Menk, a forward, with a goal as _ half.”

The team is scheduled to continue with the

well.
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FOOTBALL:
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Allie Hostler may be contacted at

is not a league game, Coach Smith said they

48

yful..

8

are a strong team. The Cougars won.a NAIA National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
- championship in 1998.
Coach Smith expects the ‘Jacks to be better
every time they come out on the field, and
Saturday will be no exception.

Although this Saturday’s match against Azusa

[2

Playful

3

Jacks FALL APART IN SECOND HALF conr. From Pc. 22

good game this coming Saturday. We need a win
for homecoming.”
With homecoming this Saturday, Coach
Smith hopes his team will show improvement
against the Azusa Pacific Cougars. The Southern
California team is also 1-4 and beat the ‘Jacks at
last year’s homecoming game.
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Hilary Lebow may be contacted at

Cumbo plans to secure another solid win for

2
=

=
2
=

CCAA tournament against the Academy of Art in
Daniel Adamski, a forward, said one way the
‘Jacks stirred up the competition was with anew _ the Redwood Bowl 7:00 p.m. Wednesday.
formation. Adamski scored the final goal for the
team 25 minutes into the second half.

i

. Free People. . . Silver Jeans .

.

the next game by getting off to a positive start

who scored two goals in less than 10 minutes.

7)

F
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LOCATED

WWW.GREENHOUSESURF.COM
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“|9409 0852 1453 2211 [0510-0933 1536.
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WHAT’S
GOIN’ ON?

Exclusive
ites
am ealoe
“Pursuit of

Equality”

Saturday,

Oct.

Arcata Theater
cleans up Its act

4

Minor Theatre,
Arcata
Film

about

American

citizens who strive for
marriage equality. $5
10:00 am

New owner breathes fresh air into building
eae el as

Danielle

Group
Cincinnati

Staff Writer

Oct. 6

The historic Arcata Theater has been
closed for the past four years, much to the
disappointment of local residents.

Areata, next to Renata’s Creperie, currently

Areata for the past :five.years and wished
that ih that time she had been able to see the
theater renovated. “My:hugband says it was

Athena Clune has been a resident of | where there are events and shows. I’d like

According to the Arcata Theater’s Web

heap of junk.
7 VeRO

Mm SRM SCORAN

the Arcata Union - a weekly newspaper
i
in Arcata from 1886 to 1995.
-, The theater operated mostly as a
oe
ki cinema, featuring | films suchas the 1937
medy

“Thin Ice.”It featured

eS ae movies:a week, along with cartoons
like Popeye ‘and: Betty Boy as wey as

Brian Mnisexne had hoped to’ ‘tutn the : :
e€ been » bere it’s.

news ; and sports... et
“Cox: hopes. to 1
“its nines glory
i

‘thes

iia

=
Dame
ot
taseisin
cin

cL |
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ea
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Cox and her. husband Brian Batieht
the Arcata ‘Theater iin 2004 with plans.to. ~
turnit intoa theater lounge. However, fou
| years later, it is still ander constructiot
Prior to this the theater was owned: iby.”
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Grammy-nominated
fiddling virtuoso
$38 general, $25 students
8:00 pm
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one can still feel the atmosphere of this es
community theater.
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dust

constructed

i
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Duzer

dirt,

theater was

LIEB

Van

Oct.

George Mansfield in 1937, along with its
sister theaters in Eureka and Fortuna.
The neon-lit marquee was said to be
the “best advertising for the town,” by

the

building paraphernalia. Through the jack
: hammering ¢ ind shouts from workers,

eae wie
MacMaster
Tuesday,

sitting

amongst

the

Bae
LEA
ig

resents

of art deco-style doors and decorations ee:

site,

ale
Ti DRIAL

charm in the historic building with pieces fa Teally arate fun ane
Arts

it to show local performances. I would love
to see the same type of style renovated and
rebuilt,” said Clune.

EAS

stands. surrounded by scaffolding and
covered in dust. Despite this, there is still.
Center

to be. Newer residents speak of what they
would like to see done with the theater.
“I’d like to see a community space

Sa
tS
ih
DES
CL AOL

8:00 pm

Lara .Cox sits surrounded by the
beginnings of her “new baby,” the partiallyrenovated historic Arcata Theater.
°
.. The ‘theater, located at 1036:G Street in

SES

exe
Can el
ai PPLe,
$10 general, $5 students
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Coffee shops beware - a new artist is about to hit your playlists. Hailing from British

o

815 9th Street Arcata

Columbia is Melissa Ruth, whose first album “Underwater and Other Places,” brings easy-

=

Cl

(707)-822-7420

im)

to-feel lyrics and an earthy melody to listeners. Ruth, who graduated from Humboldt
State University in 2006, now teaches music in Eugene, Ore. Her hometown-folk picks at

” = f ee

the memories of warm autumn nights and good company.
Lumberjack:
CD,
Other

So your new

revelation.

“Underwater
and
Places,” is out. Can

LJ: When did you graduate
from HSU?

you describe the songs on
it? What’s the general feel

of the album?
Melissa

Ruth:

Some

Um, ‘05. Jeez that seems
so long ago. And then I got
[teaching] credentials, so I
completely done at HSU in

of those

songs are five or six years old

like
my
was
‘o6.

and I basically decided that I’d
written X amount of songs and

LJ: How much
experience here
your music?

it was time to record them. As
I was putting them together,
it was what songs needed to
get out now. I would say that

did your
influence

overall, the theme of the songs
are

of

people and you do all kinds of

style, it’s not as coherent as my
next album will be. Now I have
more of a direction of which to
write. Before I was just writing
about anything and everything.

interesting stuff. and The other
part of it is that Humboldt is a
really unique kind of place, and

similar,

but

in

terms

to
of

I read some kind of statistics
that Humboldt has the highest
number of artists per capita in

LJ:

How

did

you

a newspaper. It’s really kind of
random.

LJ: You pretty much do all
of your music, from writing
to producing to recording.

MR:
and

I do all my own booking
promotions and _ stuff...

because I’m a teacher. (laughs)

MR: Oh jeez, well, going
college you meet all kinds

the state
like that.
the way
ocean or

choose

what songs to put on the
album and which ones to
leave out?

or nation or something
I mean, I can see why:
the fog rolls in off the
the big trees...

It was a combination of the
fact that I was there and
going
through
school
and

MR: I would say that probably
the songs that kept nagging at
me and wiggling at me are the
ones that got on. Those were
the songs that I played out most
often and seemed to speak to
people the most.

gi

es

story-telling kind of family, not
much of a television set. A face
in a crowd or a story I read in

How is that going?

O

MO

©

iu
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But it’s showing me the ropes
and I’m really enjoying it a lot.
My husband does it with me

and so it’s been really amazing.
Teaching has been too, but right
now I’m here! You know? I have
my whole life to do all kinds of

Fresh Organic:

Loca

J r

Ask for Délicious$ofu Snack Products
at these Campus Outlets,
at HSU
* The Depot
- South Campus Marketplace _
* Giant's Cupboard
* Jolly Giant Cafeteria

and

at CR

* Dining Hall

822-7401 ° TOFU SHOP.COM
TOFU SHOP SPECIALTY FOODS, INC. ARCATA

stuff and my attention is going
towards performing. I still love
teaching very much, I’m pretty
committed.
LJ: Was that your intent...

to make this album purely
your own so you really
show through?

relationships and drama.

MR:

LJ: Where do you get your
inspiration from?

was somebody that could do
all of this. In terms of a work
ethic... my parents instilled that

Oh no. I wish that there

as being a decent value to have,
MR: Most of the songs started
with a kernel of an idea and

LJ: Is singing your dream?
MR:

kind of blossomed from there.

I think that I’ve always
to be a music teacher

wanted

It’s one of those things - you
can’t sort of help it. When
you get all full of an idea, you
got to put it down. More than
anything else I read a lot of
news and current events and
that kind of stuff. I grew up ina

in some capacity, whether it’s
in public school or for a while
I wanted to do private lessons.
I never saw myself putting

out an album. I was a flutist
and I wanted to be a writer.
So this album thing is a recent
Got

an

opinion?

We

want

to

hear

it!

E-mail

and so it’s just part and parcel
with who I am. I don’t know,
I just wish that I could make

music from a place of fantasy,
like the Ditty-Bops.
I’m glad that I’m doing all this
stuff, but as terms

affects how

of how

I write, probably

Q&A ro

thejack@humboldt.edu
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Specializing in Pizza, Hot & Cold Sandwiches,
Burgers, Authentic Philly Cheesesteakes,
Comprehensive Vegetarian Specialties,
Homemade Soups, Motz & Gouda Sticks.
Full Selection of Beer, Wine & Juices.
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vaste
both

Dine I Take Out, Deli Trays
Phone in your order!
DEDICATED

TO

THE

HIGHEST

Areata

QUALITY

& STANDARDS

THE

2009,

but

after

no

one

knows

for sure

when the lounge will open.
“It was a movie theater,
that’s all it was,” said Cox.
“Now
it will have
a_ full
commercial
kitchen
and
a
larger concessions area [and]
it will have full men’s and

Arcata History

women’s bathrooms. Before it
had one stall for 700 people.”

e Wave ‘hi!’ to
friends around
the world

“[We are] updating all the

electrical, all the plumbing and
putting in a really good sound
system and acoustics,” said
Cox.
“We

are

going

to be

entertainment venue

changes that were made

an

957 H

BOOKS

Street

Arcata, CA 95521
Mon-Thurs 10 to 7pm
Friday 10 to 9pm
Saturday 10 to 6pm

Sunday 12 to Spm

822-2834

Special orders welcome
at no extra charge.

project comes from the City
of Arcata, Arcata Economic

Development Corporation and
ReProp Financial.
With the theater set to
open soon, enterprising locals
should be on the lookout for
employment
opportunities.
Cox said they will be looking for
kitchen, concession personnel

high schools, local talent and
low-budget
performances,”
said Thompson.

and people that are interested
in entertaining as well as
technical staff.

Cox also plans to keep
the original theater aspect of
the building alive with “more
avant-garde art house films

After being closed for such
a long

the

not.

VEGETARIAN
in town!

Daily
Special Combination
Lunch Plates

Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plazd..........06

761 8th Street

a

On the Arcata Plaza
(next to the Jacoby Store House)

822-6105
Call for Take Outs orders
or reservations

1938. | The Humboldt Times
building,

[Theaters

are]

the

place you go when you want
to escape and be removed to
another place, and a lot of
people have memories of their
first date or the first time they
saw a movie,” said Cox.

local interest in

Theater

remains

“The community loves this

Danielle Holt may be
contacted at

dholt@thejackonline.org

& A, MELISSA
RUTH DISCUSSES HER MUSIC con. FROM PG. 27
I guess

the idea

MENU

Arcata

The original advertisement for
the Arcata Theater opening night in

it comes

of working

with

hard

was a kid, but I picked up the
guitar along the way and met
some really inspiring people.
My dad is a musician and

to

achieve your goals, whatever
they may be.

so I was

inspired

by people

But yeah,
it shocks
me
every single day how time-

writing that hooked

consuming

still I never really thought of

like him. It was definitely the

it is to research

me,

school with have moved on. My
husband lived in the area for

years and so he knows people
and I have family there. We
play often

with

Rick

Duvall,

who is a bassist in the area.

but

gigs and do press releases
and stuff. It’s so involving. It

singing as a career.

teaches me a lot; it’s such a full
time job.

LJ: And you’re coming
back in November for a

I’m really excited about having
the release show at Mosgos.
When I was there, Mosgos
didn’t exist, so I’m really
excited to do it there.

CD release show, what will

LJ: Is there a part about
producing
music
that
you like more? Writing,
playing guitar or singing?

that be like? Do you expect
it to be ahomecoming with
a lot of familiar people?

Humboldt isa really wonderful
place, I’m just excited that we
can come back and play.

DL

We have the largest

time,

surprisingly high.

and student festivals.”

-Q

TO FAL YOUR EYES WITH DIG
itd
YHEM wide with WOND

that

This vision fits in very
well with what Arcata resident
Laura Thompson would like to
see from the theater.
“A cool lounge would be
neat...it should be something
thecommunity
could gotoevery
year - a place for youth theater,

HUNAN ~ CANTON ~ PEKING
SZECHUAN ~ MANDARIN ~ DIM-SUM

2

just set us back,” said Cox.
The
funding
for
the

- a place

where you can come and have
dinner, a glass of wine, maybe
a beer and watch a show.”

NORTHTOWN

PG.

EIS.

day or night
¢ Links to Arcata
Events and

\

ROM

IE ite DERN Spc EOE

Gl stare an dele
weather

c

MR: Well, teaching is
always
conducive
to

MR: My voice to me is like a
tool for expression. Definitely

not
the

touring schedule. (laughs) We
hope it’s a homecoming, but

I love to write. As I said I
wanted to be a writer since I

PER

oe

BACK

IS

date,

IS COMING

The
historic
theater’s
art deco look has become an
integral feature of the building.
Cox said they would try to keep
the renovations in line with the
theater’s former look.
“That’s been the challenge
- to keep the art deco look...but
to bring it all up to code.”
Bringing the building up
to code has been one of many
setbacks that the theater has
faced.
Planning has _ been
another hurdle, with permits
needed and the development of
engineering and architectural
plans.
“There
were
some

so

many setbacks on the opening

Alex Stillman

a

February

ARCATA THEATER

lots of people that we went to

es

arcataplazacam. aa
Provided by

TER,

Derek Knctanen may
|
be
contacted at

ese

Plaza Cam
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Da After Party
Where: Green and Gold
Room, HSU |
Time: or

_

Humboldt Community
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PARLOR

FAMILY OWNED &
OPERATED SINCE 1968

October

6

October

7

SPECIALS:
¢ 12 beers on tap

; ee

¢ Happy Hour 11-6
e All you can eat buffet M-F
11-2
¢ $2 micro and domestic beer

3

during Happy Hour 11-6 and
during NFL games

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
DRAWINGS FOR NFL GEAR

i

|

1/2 off on wings' !
with this coupon
215 W. 7TH ST. EUREKA CA 95501
444-9644 Dine in/Take out
Family owned and operated since 1968
Serving the community for 40 years
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Classifieds
for the
month of

ANNUAL
FACTORY
SECONDS

A PAIR OF
I FOUNDGLAS
SES.
EYEON CAMPUS ON

SEPT. 22, 08. Dark

glasses or “shaded”,
in case, appear to be
possibly ‘prescription’

glasses and appear to

have cost $$. You can
contact me through the

ITEPP program here on

FROM STANTON’S RESTAURANT

CHECKS

OK!

All other types too!

one ad per
person)

Orlandi Valuta Services

Open Monday-Friday

every Wednesday
' night from 7-8pm in

SBSB 405, 618-9228.

Strong, skilled, reliable

worker available
for construction,
landscaping, rardeni

‘moving, hauling, an
any other gener ‘labor
_or odd jobs. I have
~a truck, tools, local
references and flexible
hours. Call Mark at
707-668-4198 .

WANTED

10-6 « Saturday 10-5
1102 5th Street

froma
humboldt
email
address,
to:

Eureka ° 445.9022

MAILMAN BUYS

‘BOOKS, including
TEXTBOOKS or
cash or trade credit.

Huge selection, open
daily. Corner of 10th
& H Arcata 822-1307

LJINPads@

Green & Gold Room

humboldt.edu

When:
Saturday October 4th
Doors open @ 9: 30pm &

The
deadline
is always
Friday at
4pm.

info. Marijuana
Anonymous meets —

NEED A LABORER
OR LANDSCAPER?

FAST!
EASY!
PERSONAL &
TAX REFUND

or less,

Room 405. Call
442-0711 for more

Thank you

CA$H

(30 words

meet in SBS Building

SERVICES

ACROSS

PMOERSIitten
ad

HSU AA |
MEETINGS now

campus at 826-3672
or my email at

rdd14@humboldt.edu.

Just send

WELLNESS

Doors close @ 12:30 pm
Price: $5 Guys
Ladies $3 (until 10:see
*All HSU Athletes
$2 ALL Night*

‘CURVES
CURVES’ STARVING
STUDENT SPECIAL.

Just $99 per semester.
Your mind isn’t the

only. thing that needs
exercise. 550 South G
~ Street Suite 23 Arcata

Call for your first.

visit---707-825-8246

Call

707.826.3259
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Fri-Sat: noon - lam

COFFEEHOUSE

OPEN EVERY DAY
(INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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